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Restoring splendor to a luxury home or high-end property after disaster strikes requires commitment, experience and
knowledge. Most importantly, it takes precision and passion. Second-rate reconstruction is not an option. That’s why
BELFOR is the perfect choice for high-end and luxury property restoration. With more than 70 years of experience,
BELFOR has a team of professionals uniquely qualified to rebuild and recover properties of significant monetary,
historical or architectural value.

RESTORING VALUE AND LUXURY
From the structure itself to the valued contents inside, BELFOR
uses the industry’s most innovative and effective techniques
to restore value and luxury.
Damage control begins the moment BELFOR arrives at the site.
We stabilize the environment, assess the problems, secure
the property, put up safety barriers and initiate an integrated,
coordinated emergency response.
BELFOR is a licensed general contractor with more than 70
years of experience. Our reconstruction projects have been
recognized by leading industry organizations and associations.
We have been ranked #1 in Qualified Remodeler Magazine’s
“Top 500” list for multiple consecutive years.
At BELFOR, we understand that luxury and high-end properties
require special care and attention with challenges above and
beyond most restoration projects.

SAVING VALUABLES
From fine art and antiques to one-of-a-kind collections, BELFOR
understands that the contents of your property represent both
personal and monetary value to you.
BELFOR has been trusted with some of the world’s most
famous collections. Our experience and proven techniques
provide safe, effective recovery and restoration of salvageable
items of value.

24-HOUR EMERGENCY HOTLINE

800-856-3333

BELFOR SERVICES
• Emergency Board-Up
• Safety Inspection
• Site Containment
• Smoke and Soot Removal
• Water Extraction
• Structural Drying
• Dehumidification
• Cleaning and Decontamination
• Mold Remediation
• Deodorization
• Air Duct Cleaning
• Contents Restoration
• Document Recovery
• Vital Records Recovery
• Electronics Restoration
• Machinery Decontamination
• Machinery Repair and Rebuild
• Environmental Services
• Asbestos and Lead Removal
• Biohazard Cleaning
• Reconstruction & Contracting
• Demolition
• Shrink Wrap Protection
• Full-Scale Carpentry
• Electrical, Mechanical and
Plumbing
• Roofing (All Configurations)
• Interior Build-Out and Finishes
• High-Rise and Historic Projects
• Consulting Services

